
  

 
 

 

MODULE 3  Unit 7   Lesson 1-2  
 

1. How can we ensure that the supply of natural oil lasts longer?                             ( 2012 ) 

     - We should use oil carefully             - We should use new ways of energy 
 

2- Developing new ways  / sources to provide energy is very important / necessary. Why?    (2nd
 P. 2014-2017) 

      - Oil is finite. / Oil could run out.     - It's to reduce pollution. 

 

3. Using a mixture of renewable and crude oil has some advantages . Mention. 

- It reduces costs   - It reduces pollution                  ( 3rd period 2011 / 2012 ) 

 

4. Using crude oil and fossil fuel has some disadvantages/damage for the environment. Mention.   

 - It causes pollution   - It causes global warming                      ( 3rd period 2013 ) 
 

5. The use of oil and fossil fuels is contributing to environmental damage and global warming Explain     ( 2016 ) 

      - It causes pollution.   - Drilling for oil destroys animal habitats 
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6. Mention some new sources of alternative / natural energy.                                               ( 3rd period 2013 )  

 - It's wave  power    - It's wind power                  - It's ( solar power ) 
 

7 . Mention the advantages ( pros ) and disadvantages ( cons ) of wave power / farms.                   (2011 / 2012 ) 

      - Advantages / pros :        It's invisible     - It's enough for the whole planet          ( 3rd P 2015)  

      - Disadvantages / cons :    It’s  danger to fish     - It’s  danger to ships /  It's expensive 
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8. Mention the dangers / risks that may face people when using too much energy. 

- It causes smog and pollution     - People face accidents  
  

9. How can we diminish / reduce / decrease  / save the energy we use in our cars?  

    - We can use small cars .      - We can use buses.              ( 3rd period 2014 ) 
 

10. In your opinion, how can we save some energy in our everyday life / at home ?      (2011 / 12-15 ) 

   - We can use small cars          -We can switch off the lights after use      / turn off the gas after use. 

 

11. What do you think are the main causes of air pollution?           (2010 / 2012 ) 

    - It is smoke from cars       - People use much energy 

 

12.  How can we solve the problem of pollution from vehicles and factories?            ( 3rd period 20116 )                                         

    - We can grow plants      - We can move factories from cities 
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MODULE 3    Unit 8            Lesson 1-2  
 

1. How will modern technology affect our life positively in the future? "advantages"   (2012) 
 

   -  What are the advantages of modern inventions?                 ( 3rd P  2016 ) 

  - It saves time and effort     - It helps us understand the world 
 

2.  What will the power of technology introduce for us in the future? ( innovations)        (2014 ) 

 - They are flying cars and smart roads     -They are micro-robots and active contact lenses  
 

3. In what way will modern technology affect the field of medicine positively( changes)? (2014- 2015 ) 
  

 - The world is going to expect / witness great changes in the field of medicine. Explain .  ( 3rd 2016 ) 

 - nanoshells will destroy cancer tumours  - micro-robot  will repair ill organs  

 

4. How will mobile phones be like in the future? 

 - They will be smaller    - They will be more developed  
 

5. Which future invention /development do you think is the most useful/exciting ? Mention 

its benefits.             (2014 ) 

-It's  micro-robot      -  It will repair ill organs 
 

6. Why do you think the Islamic society has always respected science ? 

 - Science helps us understand the world.  - It helps us for clear understanding. 
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7. How are cars changing ? - How might cars be different in the future? 

- How do you think we could see the end of traffic jams and road accidents by 2020?   

- cars will drive themselves            - there will be flying cars.        ( 3rd period 2011 / 2012 ) 

8. How has technology been implemented in some high-end ( modern ) cars ?          ( 2012 ) 

  - It uses sensors           - It uses computer systems 

9. Engine technology is the most important innovation in future travel. How ?       (2011 / 2012 ) 

- Why do you think bio-fuel is preferable to petrol as a fuel source( for future cars)?                              

- It's less pollution  -It saves energy  - It saves the environment  
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10. Smart clothes can do a lot for the wearer in the future. How?    ( 3rd period 2013 ) 

 - They can check heart rate - They can save lives - They can control our temperature  
 

11. What can a new household robot ( Robomate ) do in the future?  

     - How will housework change in the future?     ( 3rd period 2013 /  2014) 

     - The robomate can  do all houseworks.                 - It can look after the house 
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MODULE 3   Unit 9                    U: 9              Lesson  1-2 
 

 

1. Mention some different ways of paying for things in the past and nowadays:   (2011 / 2012) 
  

In the past:  - They were barter,  shells and   gold dust 

Nowadays:   - They are paper money, coins ,  cheques , in cash 

 

2. What did people use to barter with in the past?          ( 3rd period 2009 / 2010 ) 

  - They were  animals ,  shells           - They were corn ,  leather  ,  tobacco   

 

3. Mention some qualifications should you get to be a bank manager.            ( 3rd period 2013 )  

- It's  a university degree   - It's  computer science          -It's a degree in business  
 

 

4. A successful bank manager should have certain qualities/characteristics such as:   (3rd P.2015 /2017)  

   - He should be honest     - He should motivate staff       - He should have communication skills 
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5. Money is very necessary/important to most people / in life ( advantages ).Explain.   2013 ) 

 - we can pay for daily needs  - we can start a business      /   - we can buy anything 

 

6. Money is a double edged weapon .comment                     (3rd P.2015) 

    advantage: - we can start a business       disadvantage: - It causes crimes 

 

7. Love of money is the root of some evil.( disadvantages ) / curse. Explain.     ( 3rd period 2013 ) 

 - It leads to wars    - It causes crimes    

 

8. Money makes the world go round. Are you for or against. Why?       ( 3rd period 2010 / 2011 ) 

 - I'm for:  - we can pay for daily needs           /      - we can start a business. 

 - I'm against: -  Good friends and families make the world go round.    

 

9. How do you think wealthy people can help the poor / use money for charity?    (2010 / 2011 ) 

  - they can give the poor money    - they can build schools  /  hospitals  
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10. The National Assembly Building of Kuwait is very important. Discuss. 

 - It houses the Kuwaiti Parliament  - It houses the politicians offices 

 -  It is the symbol of political life. 

11.The National Assembly Building evokes Kuwait's rich cultural heritage. Explain. ( 3rd period 2016 ) 

- It evokes the Kuwaiti past   - It combines different styles of buildings 
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MODULE 4   Unit 10 

    
     

 U:  10                       Lesson 1  
 

1. How do you think the stories in Holy Quran / Luqman's advice benefit us? (2nd p.  2017 ) 

 -Stories in Holy Quran can build up a good personality, how?                           (2013)     

     - We get more lessons and morals          - We can learn from the mistakes of past nations. 
 

 

2. According to Luqman's advice to his son, we should………………………......       

   - We should be patient ,modest and moderate        -We should pray on time.            (2012) 
 

 

3.  Luqman's pieces of advice teach us many virtues  /  lessons such as : ( 4th period exam 2010 / 2011)  

    - What pieces of advice does a father give to his son?      ( 4th period exam 2015 ) 

  - They are modesty and patience                - They are respect  and gratefulness  
 

 

4. According to Luqman's advice to his son, we shouldn't: 

   - Luqman warned his son against some sins and vices. Mention: 

- We shouldn't be proud or insolent   - We shouldn't speak loudly. 
 

 

5- How can we be good to our parents?               (2013 ) 

   - What are your duties towards your parents?       ( 4th period exam 2016 ) 

- We should respect and look after them.  - We should obey them. 
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6. Mention some of the causes of traffic accidents. 

- They are speed and overtaking           - Drivers do not follow traffic rules 
 

7. How do you think we can avoid road accidents and the dangers of traffic? 

 - We should follow traffic rules    - We should drive carefully  
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8. Why do you think work is very important / useful in our life .( Advantages ).  
 

 -  We can  be healthy      - We can earn money            -We can achieve our goals. 
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MODULE 4   Unit 11 

 

U:  11                       Lesson 1 

 

1. In your opinion, people send messages for many purposes / reasons . Mention.      (2013) 

- It's to save  lives   - It's to ask for help          - It's to pass information 

 

2. How can people send messages nowadays ?                 ( 4th period exam 2013 ) 

- They use mobile phones , faxes and  mails  

 

3.In the past, people used different ways of sending and delivering messages. Mention two (2013) 

- They used  pigeons, fires , smoke and  flags  

 

 

4. What pieces of advice would you give to your friend who misuses the text message services ? 

           

- He should use them in a good way   as   saving  lives   and     helping people.       ( 2014 ) 
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5. Pigeons have been used for humans for different purposes for over 5000 years. Mention. 

- They carried news  - They carried mail   - They sent military reports 

 

6. Why do you think pigeons are unique birds / homing birds ? Explain. 

 -What abilities made the pigeons perfect for carrying messages over long distances?( 2012 ) 

- They have a natural instinct to fly back home.       

- They can travel to long distances carrying messages 

 

7. Why did people use pigeons for carrying messages in the past?  ( 4th period exam 2015 ) 

- They are homing birds.    - They can travel to long distances carrying messages 
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MODULE 4   Unit 12 

 

U:  12                       Lesson 1 
 

1.  A pilot needs some skills. Mention.    

- He should have  good English   - He should have  good computer skills 

 - He should  study flight physics  - He should practise flying 
 

 

2. Mention some advantages and disadvantages of working as a pilot.  ( 4th period – 2013 -2015 ) 

   - Why do some people dream of being pilots?       ( 4th period exam 2016 ) 

 * Advantages :  -  it's exciting        - travelling around the world   - It has a good salary 

 * Disadvantages : -  it's dangerous    - it's big responsibility              - It's  air disasters 
 

 

3. What qualities and skills do you need to achieve your goals and dreams? 

- We need  hard working    - We need  strong desire / patience 

- We need  commitment    - We need  determination / bravery 
 

 

4. What problems that may people face against achieving their goals and dreams? 

 - They are health problems   - They are financial problems. 
 

 

5. In what way has air travel changed the way people live?                         (2nd   period 2017 ) 

  - Air travel has many advantages  / merits nowadays. 

 - It saves time and effort    - It has become easier and enjoyable 

 

6  -Dr Massouma Al-Mubarak and Munirah Buruki should be role models to the younger   

      generation of Kuwaiti girls.           
 

- They are hardworking and distinct women.          ( 4th period exam 2009 / 2010 ) 
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7. Mention some problems that may face pilots during aviation. 

- It’s bad weather     - They are strong winds 
    

- They are mechanical problems  - It’s fuel shortage 
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8. Mention some of Ahmed Meshari Al- Adwani 's major contributions in Kuwait. 

- He wrote the Kuwaiti national anthem        - He founded many magazines  
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